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I. INTRODUCTION
T WO kinds of customers are supported in cognitive radio (CR), namely, the primary user (PU) and the secondary user (SU). Furthermore, three main paradigms are considered for CR systems, namely, overlay, underlay, and interweave paradigms [1] . Here, we focus our attention on the interweave and underlay paradigms. According to the interweave paradigm, the PUs are authorized to access the channel, whereas the SUs are only able to access it when the PUs release it. In the scenario that the PUs request resources, an SU's session must be temporarily paused until the PUs complete their transmission. In the interweave paradigm, SUs sense the activities of PUs and clinch every possible opportunity to carry on with their own transmissions. By contrast, according to the underlay paradigm, PUs and SUs are allowed to transmit their data at the same time. An interference threshold is set up at the PUs to guarantee that the PU's link is not unduly interfered by SUs. Their transmission would only be terminated if the interference imposed by SUs exceeds the threshold.
Although the transmission of PUs may be fully guaranteed with the aid of the interweave paradigm, only limited opportunities may be offered to SUs to convey their own data. Albeit SUs have improved chances of transmitting their own information to the destination using the underlay paradigm, the quality of service (QoS) of the PUs might not be as high as for the interweave paradigm. Can we strike an attractive compromise between these two paradigms so that the SUs have more opportunities to access the channels while the PUs may benefit from improved QoS? In this paper, a hybrid CR system is invoked to achieve this goal. In our novel system, SUs first detect the activity of PUs. If the channels are idle, the SUs may access them to transmit their own data. By contrast, if the channels are occupied by PUs, the SUs have a certain probability of accessing the channels while ensuring that the interference thresholds are not violated.
The Nakagami-m channel model has the advantage of characterizing a diverse range of multipath channels by a single fading parameter m [2] . Recently, supporting real-time video services subject to specific QoS constraints has become one of the essential requirements in wireless communications networks, where the video source is usually encoded into a number of streams in the application layer, representing the base and enhancement layers. An example of object-based MPEG-4 video transmission [3] is shown in Fig. 1 , where different video objects are encoded into different video streams (VSs). The scheduling of the multilayer video queues at the SU's end 0018-9545/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE deserves further attention for the sake of achieving the best possible performance.
In [4] , an adaptive resource-allocation scheme for multilayer VSs transmitted in wireless unicast/multicast scenarios is proposed, which inspires our work. The maximum throughput of an SU has been investigated in [5] under the interweave paradigm by finding the optimal transmit power of the SU in the scenario of a single queue conceived for the SU. In [6] , this research is extended to the multiple PU and single SU CR system to explore the optimal transmit power and the relaying probability at the SU. The stability region has been already analyzed in the CR network supporting multiple PUs, multiple relays, and multiple SUs [7] . In [5] - [7] , the interweave paradigm is employed, where the SUs have fewer opportunities to access the resources. All these studies assumed, however, that a single queue was set up for each of the users, which cannot faithfully represent the characteristics of multimedia communication. Furthermore, all results have been generated assuming queuing stability, where the specific QoS constraints such as the delay tolerance of lip-synchronized video communications were completely ignored.
Against this background, our novel contributions are as follows.
1) We amalgamate the interweave and underlay paradigms into a novel hybrid CR scheme characterized by the parameter 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1, which is zero when the pure interweave paradigm is used and one for the pure underlay paradigm.
2) The Nakagami-m fading channel is used while modeling the service as a Poisson process by deriving the closedform tail probability in the presence of cochannel interference. This allows us to use the classic M/M/1 queuing theory to investigate the delay performance.
3) The effects of both the PU's QoS requirement and the erroneous spectrum-sensing decisions on the performance of the SU are investigated. 4) The optimal parameter ε maximizing the average service rate of the SU is determined. 5) By exploiting the Lagrange optimization method, we derive the optimal closed-form solution for queue scheduling. Given this scheme, we are capable of minimizing the overall average delay (OAD) of multilayer VSs. This paper is organized as follows. Our system model, including both the medium access control (MAC) and physical (PHY) layers, are described in Section II, whereas in Section III, the related queuing analysis is carried out for both the PU and the SU. In Section IV, the problem of finding the optimal solution is formulated and solved, followed by our numerical results in Section V. Finally, our conclusions are offered in Section VI. Fig. 2 shows a CR system having a pair of PU source and PU destination (PD), as well as a pair of SU source and SU destination (SD). A novel hybrid CR policy is employed. Given a spectrum band, the SU first senses the activity of the PU. If this sensing process is reliable, the SU may access the spectrum with a unity probability when the PU is idle. Furthermore, the SU may access the spectrum with a probability of 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1, even if the PU is busy, provided that the PU's QoS is still guaranteed. If, however, this sensing process failed, the situation is reversed, and hence, the SU accesses the spectrum with a probability of ε when the PU is idle and with a unity probability when the PU is busy. Hence, erroneous spectrum sensing may lead to catastrophic performance degradation for both the PU and the SU. We will also consider the practical scenario of an erroneous spectrum-sensing decision and its effect on the performance of the SU. Let us now consider the details of the MAC and PHY layers.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. MAC-Layer Model
Observe in Fig. 2 that a buffer is provided for the PU to store the packets, which cannot be immediately transmitted. Again, to support video communications for the SU, multiple buffers are provided to accommodate the different-priority queues generated by multilayer video encoding.
The basic unit of time in our system is a time slot (TS). The packets' arrival at the PU's buffer obeys the classic Poisson process with a mean of λ P packets/TS. The QoS constraint of the PU is the total delay imposed by both the transmission and buffering delay, which should not exceed T P , namely, the maximum tolerable delay of the PU. The packets' arrival at the buffer input of the SU also follows the Poisson process with a mean of {λ n , n = 1, 2, . . . , N} packets/TS. Regardless of whether the PU is idle or busy, if the SU has already successfully accessed the spectrum, we should determine the probability of each queue at the SU completing its transmission of the stored packets. These probabilities may be denoted by {p n , n = 1, 2, . . . , N}. No specific QoS constraints are imposed at the SU. However, our prime goal is to find the optimal scheduling scheme and the associated hybrid parameter ε, which minimizes the OAD of all the queues at the SU.
We assume that every packet transmitted by the PU or the SU may be only successfully received by the corresponding destination in a TS when the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) is above a specific threshold. In our system, automatic repeat request (ARQ) with an unlimited number of retransmissions is adopted to ensure that no packets are lost.
Furthermore, we assume that the acknowledgements are always successfully received by the transmitters.
Theorem 1: Given the successful reception probability μ of a single packet during a TS in the ARQ-aided system, the continuous transmit time obeys the exponential distribution with the mean of 1/μ.
Proof: The proof is provided in [8, App. A]. As a benefit of the ARQ mechanism, a packet's departure from the buffer is synonymous to being served. The wireless channel may be considered as a "server" in the queuing analysis. As a result, the packets' departure process is also referred to as the service process.
B. PHY-Layer Model
Observe from Fig. 2 that there are five links in this hybrid CR system, namely, the PU link, the SU link, the sensing link, the PI link imposing interference from the PU on the SD, and the SI link inflicting interference from the SU upon the PD. In line with [11] , a multipacket reception (MPR) model is introduced for the queuing analysis of the collision channel. We define the corresponding conditional probabilities for the MPR model of these five links. Next, we will briefly highlight the derivation of these conditional probabilities. The radio propagation between any pair of nodes is assumed to be affected by the independent stationary Nakagami-m flat-fading channels
2 is a Gamma-distributed random variable (r.v.) having a mean of 1, which may be denoted by Z ∼ Gamma(m, 1/m) with the shape and scale parameters of m and 1/m, respectively. Given the probability density function
, where Γ(·, ·) represents the upper incomplete Gamma function, and m denotes the Nakagami-m fading parameter [15] .
After being divided by the noise power, the normalized transmit power of the PU is defined as P P , whereas the normalized transmit power of the SU is defined as P S . The propagation path loss (PL) is denoted by Ω i , and the SINR threshold that has to be exceeded for successful packet reception is denoted by β i , while again, the Nakagami-m fading parameter is denoted by m i , where i represents "P" for the PU link, "S" for the SU link, "PI" for the PI link, "SI" for the SI link, and "PS" for the sensing link spanning from the PU to the SU.
According to the TDF of the r.v. Z, we express the conditional probabilities of q
SU|{SU} , and q
PU|{PU} in the MPR model in the absence of interference thresholds as follows:
We introduce another two Gamma-distributed r.v.'s, namely,
PU|{PU,SU} and q
SU|{SU,PU} becomes equivalent to solving the probability problem of P [X > A + BY ]. Unfortunately, a closed-form solution cannot be derived for the general situation. Nonetheless, we may obtain the following results for two special cases:
For a detailed derivation of Φ(A, B) and Φ (A, B), see [8, App. B] . Given this result, we may write down the other two conditional probabilities when subjected to the cochannel interference thresholds at the PD and the SD as follows:
III. QUEUING ANALYSIS
The following tasks will be accomplished here: 1) The classic M/M/1 queuing is revisited.
2) The average service rate of the PU and the SU is attained for the original benchmark system. 3) A new system is defined for characterizing the interdependence of the PU's and SU's queues, and the corresponding average service rate of the PU and the SU is rederived.
A. M/M/1 Queuing System
In the M/M/1 queuing system, only a single server is invoked by the system. The packets' interarrival time follows the exponential distribution having a parameter λ, whereas the packets' interdeparture time obeys the same distribution having a parameter μ. An infinite buffer is assumed for guaranteeing that every single packet may be successfully transmitted, i.e., without any packet loss. According to [10] , we can express the probability of the queue being empty and the total average delay, including the transmission and buffering time, as follows:
and we denote the random queue length and the total average delay by Q and T , respectively.
B. PU Link
According to the MAC-layer protocol of our hybrid CR system, the PU has the highest priority to access the channel. If the PU's queue is not empty, the PU would occupy the channel for its transmission, and the packet would be removed from the head of the queue when it is successfully received by the PD. However, the PU would suffer from the interference imposed by the activity of the SU. The service process of a PU's single packet follows the Bernoulli distribution. In analogy to the successful packet departure probability in the Bernoulli trial, the average service rate of the Poisson service process may be formulated for the PU link as
where Q S represents the random queue length of the SU. Given the average service rate μ P , the average arrival rate λ P , and the QoS constraint stipulating that the total delay should not exceed the maximum delay tolerance T P , we infer from (4) that the condition 0 ≤ λ P ≤ μ P − 1/T P must be obeyed.
C. SU Link
According to the MAC-layer protocol of the SU, before accessing the channel, the SU carries out spectrum sensing first. When the channel is released by the PU, after reliable sensing, the SU would transmit its own packets with a probability of unity (otherwise, with a probability of ε), which implies inefficient resource usage. When the channel is still occupied by the PU, following reliable sensing, the SU would transmit its own packets with a probability of ε (otherwise, with a probability of unity), which imposes strong interference on the PD. It is vital to guarantee that the transmission of the SU does not force the PU to violate its delay tolerance. We derive the probability of a packet being served, which is also identical to the average service rate μ S of the SU's Poisson service process expressed as
where Q P represents the random queue length of the PU.
D. Stochastic Dominance Principle
It may be shown from (5) and (6) that the average service rates of the SU and the PU depend on each other's queue sizes. Since these queues interact with each other, the average rate of the individual service processes cannot be directly determined. For the sake of circumventing this problem, the stochastic dominance principle of [12] is invoked to assist our analysis.
The concept of a so-called "dominant system" was defined in [12] by allowing a set of terminals having no packets in their transmit-buffer to continue transmitting hypothetical dummy packets. In this manner, the queues in the dominant system stochastically dominate the queues in the original system. This dominant system is defined here.
1) If we have Q S = 0 and Q P = 0, the SU transmits dummy packets with a unity probability. 2) If Q S = 0 and Q P = 0, the SU transmits dummy packets with a probability ε. Note that the hypothetical dummy packets are introduced only for the sake of facilitating our performance analysis and for finding closed-form solutions to the optimum scheduling factor ε, but in reality, no dummy packets are assumed to be transmitted in the practical systems considered. As shown in [13] , given the same initial conditions, the queuing performance of the dominant system transmitting hypothetical dummy packets is capable of providing a tight approximation of the queuing performance of the original system. Since in practical systems no dummy packets are actually transmitted, no extra interference will be imposed on the system, and no extra power is required for their transmissions.
In the context of the extended dominant system, {Q S = 0} has a unity probability. Hence, (5) can be rewritten as
PU|{PU,SU} (7) and the condition 0 ≤ λ P ≤ μ P − 1/T P is also rewritten as
According to (4), we may represent the probabilities of the PU's queue being not empty and empty by λ P and μ P , respectively, as shown in (7). Hence, we may rewrite (6) as
To simplify the derivations in the next section, some simple notations are introduced as follows:
SU|{SU,PU} , and S = q (SU) PU|{PU} .
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTIONS
Here, the following two problems are solved: 1) finding the optimal ε * for maximizing the average service rate μ S,max of the SU and 2) finding the optimal queue scheduling scheme {p * n , n = 1, 2, . . . , N} to minimize the OAD associated with μ S,max .
A. MASR of the SU
The optimal parameter ε * will be found for the sake of maximizing the average service rate of the SU without violating the delay tolerance of the PU. The solution can be found by constructing the problem P1 as arg max where the function μ S (ε) is defined by (9) , whereas the inequality condition in (10) is imposed for the sake of satisfying the specific delay tolerance of the PU, which is derived from (8) .
To solve P1, we differentiate μ S (ε) with respect to ε, yielding
where we define
Since the denominator of (11) is always positive, we can simply consider f (ε) instead, which is a quadratic function having the shape shown in Fig. 3 .
Let us consider the constraint shown in (8) more closely. Given 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1, the right side of (8) reaches its minimum value of (D − 1/T P ) when we have ε = 1. Therefore, if we have λ P ≤ D − 1/T P , ε may assume any arbitrary value ranging from 0 to 1. By contrast, if λ P > D − 1/T P , then ε must be selected from the range determined by (10) in the context of the specific λ P value.
Different scenarios have to be considered for finding the optimal values of ε * , which lead to the maximum average service rate (MASR) μ S (ε) of the SU formulated in (10) .
In this case, as aforementioned, ε might assume any arbitrary value ranging from 0 to 1. Under this assumption, the problem may be further divided into the following two subcases, which will assist us in finding μ S,max .
Subcase 1-1 (α ≤ 0): When α ≤ 0, the f (ε) curve obeys the relative position shown by case (1) at the top of Fig. 3 , in which case there are no real-valued solutions to f (ε) = 0. Hence, provided that E(1 − S) > 0 holds, f (ε) is always higher than 0, implying that μ S (ε) is a monotonically increasing function. Therefore, we have ε * = 1 and μ S,max = μ S (1). Subcase 1-2 (α > 0): Second, when α > 0, there are two real-valued solutions to f (ε) = 0, which are denoted by δ and θ, respectively, i.e.,
where we have δ ≤ θ. In this case, depending on the values of δ and θ, the relative position of the f (ε) curve corresponds to one of the scenarios (2)- (7) shown in Fig. 3 , which are specifically considered in the following. a) If δ ≤ θ < 0, the f (ε) curve obeys the positioning of case (2) in Fig. 3 , where f (ε) > 0 holds within the range of 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1, implying that μ S (ε) is a monotonically increasing function of ε. Hence, ε * = 1 maximizes the average service rate μ S (ε), which is μ S,max = μ S (1). b) If δ < 0 and 0 ≤ θ < 1, the f (ε) curve obeys the positioning of case (3) in Fig. 3 . Hence, f (ε) ≤ 0 holds within the range of 0 ≤ ε ≤ θ, which implies that μ S (ε) is a monotonically decreasing function of ε. However, within the range of θ < ε ≤ 1, f (ε) > 0 holds, and hence, μ S (ε) is a monotonically increasing function of ε. In this situation, the optimal value of ε * is either 0 or 1. Hence, we have ε * = arg max ε∈{0,1} {μ S (ε)}, and the MASR becomes μ S,max = max{μ S (0), μ S (1)}. c) If 0 ≤ δ < θ < 1, the f (ε) curve corresponds to case (4) in Fig. 3 . Therefore, f (ε) ≥ 0 holds within the range of 0 ≤ ε ≤ δ, implying that μ S (ε) is a monotonically increasing function of ε. Within the range of δ < ε ≤ θ, however, f (ε) ≤ 0 holds, which suggests that μ S (ε) is a monotonically decreasing function of ε. Finally, in the range of θ < ε ≤ 1, f (ε) > 0 is satisfied, which indicates that μ S (ε) becomes a monotonically increasing function of ε again. According to the preceding analysis, the pair of potential values that may maximize μ S (ε) are ε = δ and ε = 1. Hence, the optimal value of ε * is ε * = arg max ε∈{δ,1} {μ S (ε)}, and the MASR is, hence, μ S,max = max{μ S (δ), μ S (1)}. d) If 0 ≤ δ < 1 and θ ≥ 1, which results in an f (ε) curve corresponding to case (5) in Fig. 3 , f (ε) ≥ 0 holds within the range of 0 ≤ ε ≤ δ, which implies that μ S (ε) is a monotonically increasing function of ε. Within the range of δ < ε ≤ 1, however, f (ε) < 0 holds, which implies that μ S (ε) is a monotonically decreasing function of ε. Jointly considering these two situations, we conclude that ε * = δ maximizes the average service rate μ(ε), which is μ S,max = μ S (δ). e) If δ ≥ 1, we have encountered case (6) of Fig. 3 . Correspondingly, f (ε) ≥ 0 holds within the range of 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1, which implies that μ S (ε) is a monotonically increasing function of ε. Hence, ε * = 1 maximizes the average service rate of μ S (ε), which is μ S,max = μ S (1). f) Finally, if δ < 0 < 1 ≤ θ, f (ε) is reminiscent of case (7) of Fig. 3 . Consequently, f (ε) ≤ 0 holds within the range of 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1, which implies that μ S (ε) is a monotonically decreasing function of ε. Hence, ε * = 0 maximizes the average service rate μ S (ε), which is μ S,max = μ S (0).
then ε may assume any arbitrary value ranging from 0 to ξ, where the value of ξ is restricted by the value of λ P according to (10) . Following a similar train of thought, by simply substituting "1" in Case 1 by "ξ," we have the following conclusions, which correspond to the cases (1)- (7) in Fig. 3 , as we discussed earlier.
1) If α ≤ 0 (see case (1) in Fig. 3 ), or if α > 0 and θ < 0 (see case (2) in Fig. 3 ), or if α > 0 and ξ ≤ δ (see case (6) in Fig. 3 ), then we have ε * = ξ, and the MASR becomes μ S,max = μ S (ξ).
2) If α > 0, δ < 0, and 0 ≤ θ < ξ (see case (3) in Fig. 3) , then we have ε * = arg max ε∈{0,ξ} {μ S (ε)}, and the MASR becomes μ S,max = max{μ S (0), μ S (ξ)}.
3) If α > 0 and 0 ≤ δ < θ < ξ (see case (4) in Fig. 3 ), then we have ε * = arg max ε∈{δ,ξ} {μ S (ε)}, and the MASR is Fig. 3 ), then ε * = δ, and the MASR is μ S,max = μ S (δ). 5) If α > 0, δ <0, and 0 < ξ ≤ θ (see case (7) in Fig. 3 ), then ε * = 0, and the MASR is formulated as μ S,max = μ S (0).
B. Optimal Queue Scheduling of the SU
Let us now further detail the derivation of the optimal queue scheduling scheme {p * n , n = 1, 2, . . . , N} 1 conceived for minimizing the OAD of the SU's queues. Given (4), the average delay of each queue may be formulated as
where p n is the probability of the SU's nth queue transmitting its stored packets, and λ n is the packets' average arrival rate. Given the associated MASR μ S,max of the SU, we construct the second problem P2, i.e., arg min
Then, we may readily show the following.
1) The objective function (15) is convex over {p n , n = 1, 2, . . . , N}.
2) The first equality constraint in (16) is affine over {p n , n = 1, 2, . . . , N}, whereas the second inequality constraint in (16) is convex over {p n , n = 1, 2, . . . , N}. Hence, P2 is a convex problem [14] , and the optimal solution may be obtained with the aid of the Lagrangian optimization method while additionally exploiting the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [14] , which were proposed for solving convex optimization problems similar to ours under an inequality constraint.
TABLE I PHY-LAYER PARAMETER SETTING
The Lagrangian function is constructed as
where η ≥ 0 and ϕ n ≥ 0, n = 1, 2, . . . , N are the Lagrangian multipliers associated with the two conditions of (16), respectively. Then, the optimal queue scheduling scheme {p * n , n = 1, 2, . . . , N} and the Lagrangian multipliers of the optimization problem P2 satisfy the following KKT conditions [14] :
where n = 1, 2, . . . , N. Naturally, according to the second constraint of (16), the only solution satisfying the third line of (18) is ϕ * n = 0. Substituting ϕ * n = 0 into the first line of (18), we derive p * n as
Then, substituting (19) into the second line of (18), we arrive at
Finally, substituting η * of (20) into (19), we arrive at the optimal queue scheduling scheme characterized by
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In our numerical results, we link the PHY-layer parameters to a realistic orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing scheme communicating over Nakagami-m fading channels without channel coding. We define the SINR threshold of the receiver for the sake of guaranteeing that the bit error ratio of the system is not higher than 10 −2 . Hence, the threshold is determined by the channel model having different fading parameters. For example, according to [16, Fig. 5-5] , if m = 1, the threshold at the receiver is 13.86 dB, whereas the threshold is 8.50 dB for m = 2. We assume that the SU has five different queuing buffers in the MAC layer, where we set the average packet arrival rate of each queue, for example, to 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, and 0.05 packet/TS, respectively.
Two other queue scheduling schemes are used as benchmarkers, namely, the round-robin scheme, where every queue of the SU has the same probability of transmitting packets stored in the buffer, and the proportional scheme, where the transmission probabilities are arranged to be proportional to the average arrival rates at the buffers.
A. Impact of the PU'S Average Packet Arrival Rate
In the PHY layer, the PL, the SINR threshold of the receiver associated with the Nakagami-m fading parameters, and the transmit power are set according to Table I . More particularly, there are four cases for the Nakagami-m parameters of the PU, the SU, and the sensing links, namely, 1) m P = 1, m S = 1, and m P S = 1; 2) m P = 2, m S = 1, and m P S = 1; 3) m P = 1, m S = 2, and m P S = 1; and 4) m P = 1, m S = 1, and m P S = 2.
In the MAC layer, the delay tolerance of the PU is T P = 5 TS. We vary the average packet arrival rate λ P from 0.1 to 0.5 packet/TS for characterizing its impacts on the MASR and the OAD in conjunction with three different queue scheduling schemes for the SU.
It may be readily shown from Fig. 4 that μ S,max linearly decays upon increasing λ P . This is plausible since a higher λ P results in an increased traffic load for the PU link, which, in turn, results in the PU's prolonged occupation of the spectral band. This reduces the SU's chance of transmitting its own packets, which is reflected by the reduction of μ S,max . Upon increasing the Nakagami-m parameters of the PU, SU, and sensing links, respectively, the MASR is improved. If we consider the higher m P of the PU link, it is shown in Fig. 4 that the data stream of the PU may be transmitted more promptly and the duration of the PU's spectrum occupation would be shortened. Consequently, the SU's increased chances of transmitting its own data results in an increased MASR. Hence, the MASR is substantially improved. If we consider the higher m S of the SU link characterized in Fig. 4 , the MASR is also directly improved. For higher m P S values, the MASR of Fig. 4 would be also improved due to the fact that the spectrumsensing decisions become more reliable.
We may infer the following observations from Fig. 4 depending on the traffic load of the PU. We have the best performance gain upon improving the SU link if the PU's traffic load is lower than 0.45 packet/TS. By contrast, if the traffic load is higher than 0.45 packet/TS, improving the PU link may provide the best performance. Upon comparing the improvements of the sensing and PU links shown in Fig. 4 , when the PU's traffic load is lower than 0.1 packet/TS, we infer that improving the sensing link may provide the same performance gain as improving the PU link. However, when the traffic load is higher than 0.1 packet/TS, improving the PU link is more influential. These observations may motivate us to design a more effective strategy for the sake of improving the performance of the SU, given different traffic loads of the PU. For example, given a light PU traffic load, improving the SU link is our best option to enhance overall performance. Furthermore, a reliable sensing strategy conceived for the SU may achieve the same overall performance as an improved PU link. By contrast, for a high traffic load, researchers should focus on directly improving the PU link.
B. Impact of the PU'S Delay Tolerance on the SU
Here, we consider the Nakagami-m parameters of m P = m S = m P S = 2, and all the associated SINR thresholds are 8.5 dB, where the transmit power of the PU and the SU are P P = P S = 18 dB, whereas the others are the same as in Table I . We vary the delay tolerance T P from 3 to 8 TS for the sake of investigating its impacts on the OAD in conjunction with three different queue scheduling schemes. Two scenarios, namely, λ P = 0.4 and 0.5 packet/TS, are considered.
Observe furthermore in Fig. 5 that the SU benefits from increasing T P and that a reduced λ P decreases the OAD. The asymptotic values of the OAD for these three schemes may be determined when T P tends to infinity. In Fig. 5 , we focus our attention on the comparison of three different scheduling schemes. It can be seen that our proposed optimal scheme (OPT) performs better than the conventional schemes. The higher the traffic load of the PU, i.e., the higher λ P and lower T P , the more substantial the advantage of our optimal scheme becomes. For example, for λ P = 0.5 packet/slot and T P = 3 TS, our scheme has a 27% or 20% lower OAD than the proportional (PRO) or the round-robin (R-R) schemes, respectively, when considering the SU's queues. 
C. Impact of the SU's Normalized Transmit Power
In the PHY layer, the fading parameters are m P = m S = m P S = 2, and all the associated thresholds are 8.5 dB. The normalized transmit power of the SU varies from 16 to 40 dB in the three different cases associated with the normalized transmit power of the PU, which are P P = 22, 20, 18 dB. The other parameters are the same as in Table I . At the MAC layer, the average packet arrival rate is λ P = 0.5 packet/TS, whereas the delay tolerance is T P = 5 TS.
It may be observed in Fig. 6 that the MASR of the SU first increases upon increasing the normalized transmit power P S , since increasing P S improves the SINR performance of the SU link, which results in an improved MASR. However, beyond a specific point, the MASR is gradually reduced upon further increasing P S . That is because a higher P S imposes an increased interference upon the PU link, which reduces the PU's chance of emptying its own queues. As long as the PU occupies the resources, this reduces the chances of the SU to access the system, and as a result, the MASR of the SU is reduced. Given a higher transmit power P P of the PU, the MASR of the SU is also increased, and the optimal power P S maximizing the MASR of the SU becomes explicit in Fig. 6 .
VI. CONCLUSION
Our novel hybrid CR system amalgamated the interweave and underlay paradigms for the sake of enhancing the chances of the SU to access the system. The hybrid parameter ε was introduced for optimally blending the interweave and underlay paradigms, which was defined as the SU's probability of accessing the system when the PU is still transmitting. Several problems have been solved without violating the delay constraints of the PU: 1) The scenario relying on realistic imperfect sensing was considered. Under the assumption of Nakagami-m fading, we have modeled the service links by a Poisson service process.
2) The optimal hybrid parameter of ε * was found for the MASR of the SU.
3) The most suitable queue scheduling scheme {p * i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N} was found for the sake of minimizing the OAD of the SU's multiple queues.
Our numerical results characterized the influence of the PHYand MAC-layer parameters on both the delay imposed and the achievable average service rate of the SU. Several interesting observations have been made: 1) Given different traffic loads of the PU, different design strategies should be adopted for the sake of enhancing the MASR of the SU. 2) If the traffic load is high, our best strategy is to focus on improving the PU link, which is capable of attaining a more substantial overall performance gain, rather than improving the channel conditions of the SU link. If the traffic load is light, improving the SU link may achieve the best performance. Furthermore, improving the reliability of the SU's sensing scheme is capable of achieving the same overall performance gain as improving the PU link. 3) When the delay tolerance tends to infinity, the performance of the system becomes limited by the queue stability. 4) The SU's OAD relying on our optimal scheme gets up to 27% and 20% lower than that of the proportional and round-robin schemes. 5) The optimal transmit power of the SU may be found for the sake of maximizing the average service rate of the SU.
In our future work, the shadowing effect imposed by the wireless channel will also be taken into account. Furthermore, the SU's performance will be studied to select the most suitable transmit power.
